
Dmitrii Gubko
frontend developer

dalnoboy29region@gmail.com github.com/dgubko linkedin.com/in/dmitrii-gubko

Skills

Node.js

Express.js

REST API

Fetch & Axios

CSS & SASS

HTML

JavaScript

Chai & Mocha

Redux

TypeScript

React

React Routers

NPM

GitHub

Figma

Git ESLint

Cypress

Prettier

Webpack

I am a highly motivated individual with a passion for Frontend Engineering. I have experience in creating efficient and user-friendly 
UI and I have a good understanding of Accessibility, browser compatibility and responsive design. In my previous role as a mixer 
truck driver, I developed my time management and multitasking skills that have helped me to become adaptable and able to 
handle stress efficiently.

Projects

Description: Overlook is a hotel management tool for hotel customers and staff to manage room bookings and calculate 
customer bills. Customers can see their own past and future bookings, total spent amount for all time or reserve a new room. 

Tech: HTML, CSS, Vanilla JS, Chai & Mocha, Webpack

Overlook

https://github.com/dgubko/Overlook

Description: Board Game Bonanza is an intuitive application that displays the top 100 board games retrieved from the Board 
Game Atlas API. App interface allows user to search specific game by name and make it favorite. Also user can leave a comment 
for any game.

My Tech Stack: React, Typescript, React Router, Cypress.

Board game bonanza

https://github.com/dgubko/board-game-bonanza

Description:  Fuel Buddy is a React web app that displays top gas stations using an API. It has a live search bar and drop-down 
menu for fuel type. The app displays details of the selected gas station, including prices and amenities, and allows users to save 
to favorites.

Tech: React, React Router, TypeScript, Cypress, CircleCI.

Fuel buddy

https://github.com/dgubko/fuel-buddy

Experience & EDUCATION

Front-End Engineering Student

 Developed a solid foundation in Frontend Technologies: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, TypeScript, React, Redux, and Testing with 
Cypres

 Collaborated effectively with others in group study projects working with Agile development methodologies, Git and other 
collaboration tools.

Turing School of Software and Design, Denver, CO

Aug, 2022 - Mar, 2023

Applied science in automotive technology associate graduate

Forestry engineering college of Arkhangelsk, Russia

Sep, 2005 - Mar, 2009

Mixer truck Driver

BURNCO Colorado, Henderson, CO

May, 2019 - July, 2022

 Delivered ready mixed concrete to customers.

Semi Truck Mechanic

SIM transport, Henderson, CO

Jan, 2019 - May, 2019

 Inspected machines, engines, transmissions etc.


